TX3500 is an RF remote clicker for special needs and limited access users.

Used with all H-ITT’s RF base receivers

**General description:**
The TX3500 is designed for users with limitations such as sight, hearing, or physical mobility that may not allow easy use of H-ITT’s handheld remote units when engaging in an interactive question/answer session. H-ITT’s unique scrolling function allows minimal physical ability in order to utilize all keypad functions. In addition to the easy access keys, the TX3500 can be used with one or two commercially available external access switches. The TX3500 is battery powered, with several years of typical usage. Mounting options for positioning the unit in a variety of orientations for ease of use are available.

Some features include:

- 10 data entry keys
- Forward, reverse and special set up keys
- Channel select key
- Program function key
- SELect key with external input
- SCROLL key with external input
- Internal vibration motor
- Various mounting options
- Portable battery operation

The TX3500 can simply set on a desktop or mounted using various methods suited to the users needs. There is a standard ¼-20 threaded nut on the back of the TX3500 that may be used with some standard mounting arms. In addition, Velcro strips are included that provide a removable mount to any flat surface.

The two inputs, SEL and SCR use a standard 1/8” MONO audio type plug, typical of most enabling switches. If needed, H-ITT can provide various adapters upon request that can convert the plug on your switch to the required 1/8” mono type.

Approximate Dimensions: 7.6” x 4” x 1.3”, 1lb.

The TX3500 is available through special order only, Contact H-ITT Sales:
Phone 877-244-4488
Email: sales@H-itt.com